The routine solar observations are available at Huairou Solar Observing Station (HSOS) since 1987. The data storage medium and format at HSOS experienced several changes, so there exist some inconveniences for solar physicist. This paper shows that the observations data of HSOS are further processed both for storage medium and format toward international standards, in order to explore HSOS observations data for scientific research.
INTRODUCTION
Solar magnetic field measurements contribute to the understanding of solar activities.
Thus, the magnetic field with the unified standard are needed. At present, the Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) data format be regarded as a standard data production.
FITS has the experience from the definition to the several adjustments which make FITS toward a more scientific and reasonable status (Pence et al. 2010) . World coordinate systems (WCSs) that can transform a position in a data array to a physical coordinate system are integrated in FITS, which facilitate scientists to use the observations data.
There exit some regulations in WCSs standards, such as the unified key words, should be abode to make it convenient for researchers to use (Greisen & Calabretta 2002; Thompson 2006 ). Solar Magnetic Field Telescope (SMFT) at Huairou Solar Observing Station (HSOS), which located at north shore of Huairou reservoir (Latitude:41.3, Longitude:116.6), is a main solar magnetic field observation instrument in the world. SMFT operated more than 20 years to observe magnetic field of solar photosphere and chromosphere, and it made outstanding contributions in the research of solar photospheric magnetic field. During its operation, the observation data of the storage medium, the storage format and data read method has undergone a few changes.
The promise of data-driven and science-driven that are based on multiband or multiple solar activity cycles is now being recognized broadly, and there is growing enthusiasm for the notion of Big Data. In fact, The white paper of VSO (Virtual Solar Observatory) presented needs of data fusion. But there is currently a wide gap between its potential and its realization. Most of the reasons are caused by standard, specification and the speciality of data process. This paper will introduce simply the magnetic field observations by SMFT, and shows that magnetic field observations toward standard data production.
MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS
The routine solar magnetic field of photosphere observations are available at HSOS since 1987, the observations are carried out by SMFT that is a 35-cm vacuum refraction solar telescope. It works at FeI 5324.19Å for photosphere vector magnetic field, Hβ 4861.34Å for chromosphere longitudinal magnetic field. Vector magnetic field is reconstructed from Stokes parameters (I, Q, U and V). The conventional linear calibration is used to calibrate magnetic field under the weak-field approximation.
where B L and C L are the line-of-sight magnetic field and the corresponding calibration coefficients, B T and C T are transverse magnetic field and and the corresponding calibration coefficients. θ and φ are the inclination and azimuth of field. The magnetic field calibration for this observation data can referee papers of (Wang et al. 1996; Su & Zhang 2004) ,
HISTORICAL OBSERVATIONS DATA
There are a few changes of data storage medium, format and read method during SMFT operation. At present, the observations data is stored in the form of electronic one.
Because of the computer technology, the length of filename of early data is restricted. The 
CALIBRATION LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD
Under the weak-field approximation and a series of related works (Wang et al. 1996; Su & Zhang 2004) , all routine Stokes V images are calibrated to longitudinal magnetic field.
And renamed the filename to contain information of measurements, observation date and time, active region number. The calibration coefficient of longitudinal field is 8381. The FITS header is standardized and the pixel size. At last, the calibrated longitudinal field written/stored as FITS.
RECONSTRUCTION VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
To observe solar active region vector magnetic field is the original intention of SMFT.
For SMFT, the fixed field and quasi simultaneous observations of a group Stokes Q/U/V are used to deduce vector magnetic field, which is the process that contain magnetic field calibration and spatial alignment of magnetic field components. When SMFT observe 
STANDARDIZATION FILE INFORMATION
The above standardization processes are all accompanied by the processes of file information standardization. At first, the FITS file processed should be renamed with filename that can show the necessary observations information, such as measurements, observation date, observation time and active region number. Then, the observations information included in DAT file and header of original observed FITS is rearranged as new header written in FITS file. Key words in header are adjusted toward standardization, such as T OBS, OBS ATE, OBS TIME, XSCALE and YSCALE. To standardize observations data, the NOAA number that can be matched and recognized is added in the header and the one type of WCS is provided in FITS header.
CONCLUSIONS
The photosphere magnetic field observations data obtained from SMFT at HSOS is standardized to try to satisfy international standards. The processes included the transfer of storage media, the conversion of data format, calibration of longitudinal magnetic field, reconstruction of vector magnetic field, standardizations of data information and filename. At mean time, WCS deduced from original information is added in FITS header.
Additionally, some standardizations that do not carry on or that come out in future will be applied to SMFT observations.
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